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Legal stuff:
You may forward this book to anyone who might benefit from it.
I have no problems with that so long as you don’t change or alter anything. If
you have elderly parents or relatives, teenaged children or younger, I urge
you to share this book with them as they are higher at risk for getting
involved with online fraud.
The content of this book is copyrighted in full. All rights and privileges with
regard to its use are reserved by the author.
Any unauthorized use or duplication of the material herein, either directly or
conceptually, is expressly forbidden.
All information contained in this book is strictly intended for entertainment
use only, and does not constitute legal, psychiatric or any other form of
“professional advice”. The author disclaims any notion to the contrary. You
are responsible for your own actions.
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Prologue
Thank you for getting this secrets & guide. You made the right choice
and got a great deal! You or your friends are going to save a lot of time,
money and ‘headache on getting through this game, without the hassle
of getting information from the internet, asking friends, paying great deal
of money to buy ‘candies’ from the game, which will costs you even
more money than investing in this guide because I have done all the
hard & dirty work for you.
I am not teaching you how to cheat or hack the game, but tips, tricks on
how to get through without ‘ever’ need to pay huge amount of money for
this game. All necessary information for you to succeed is all in this
simple to follow guide e-book.
This secret guide is for you.
At the same time, please look out for my ‘free’ ebook guides for other
future games.
Remember to submit your active email to redeem, future ‘free’ e-book
guides previews for purchase members only.
Some of the proceeds will go to the charity, stated in the last page.
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Chapter One : History of Pawn Stars & Characters
Pawn Stars is an American reality television series, shown on History
channel, and produced by Leftfield Pictures. The series is filmed in Las
Vegas, Nevada, where it chronicles the daily activities at the World
Famous Gold & Silver Pawn Shop, a 24-hour family business opened in
1989 and operated by patriarch Richard "Old Man" Harrison, his son
Rick Harrison, Rick's son Corey "Big Hoss" Harrison, and Corey's
childhood friend, Austin "Chumlee" Russell. The series, which became
the network's highest rated show, and the No. 2 reality show behind
Jersey Shore, debuted on July 26, 2009. In 2011, History launched
Pawn Stars: The Game for play on Facebook. This secret guide to the
online Pawn Stars : The game in facebook on how to get started fast
and beat the game.

Main ‘Pawn Stars’ Characters
Richard (Rick) Kevin Harrison is Co-founder/co-owner of the pawn
shop. The son of "The Old Man" Richard and father of "Big Hoss" Corey,
he has earned the nickname of "The Spotter" due to his sharp eye for
valuable items.
Richard Benjamin "The Old Man" Harrison is Rick's father and
Corey's grandfather, and the founder/co-owner of the pawn shop, which
he opened in 1989 with his son Rick. He is usually referred to by his
nickname, "The Old Man"
Corey Harrison is Rick's son and Richard's grandson, who is
nicknamed "Big Hoss" and started at the shop at age nine, polishing
jewelry.
Austin "Chumlee" Russell is Corey's childhood friend, employed for
five years at the time of the first season, having started at the shop when
he was 21.
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Minor shop staffs
Danielle "Peaches" Rainey is one of the shop staff members.
Olivia Black is a night shift employee hired in the fifth season. She is
among the applicants favored by Corey and Chumlee, due to her
attractiveness.
Antwaun Austin is the shop's 6' 5" security guard.
Fat Back is an in-house mechanic, who also provides appraisals on the
condition of vehicles.
Johnny is an in-house mechanic, and an expert in racing and other
sporting memorabilia.
Scott is one of the shop's part-time employees, who spends much of his
time at flea markets and estate sales.
Andy is the shop's head of security.
Lilly is an intern at the shop.
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Chapter Two a) : Basics, Guides & Tips
Game Introduction – Pawn Stars: The Game
Pawn Stars is a pawn shop simulation game from A&E Television
Networks. Haggle with customers, buy and sell products, restore unique
pieces to sell at huge profits, and build your empire. This guide will
provide you with images, tips, information, and hints on how to play your
empire.
Pawn Star is free to play, but you can purchase candy using real
currency, unfortunately not many customers willing to pay. Candies can
be used to increase customer’s happiness, unlock bonuses quicker, and
purchase premium items.
At the top of your screen you will find your current level and experience,
your cash balance, candy balance, maximum customers, lot limit, and
parts (spare parts, elbow grease & flair).

At the bottom of the screen is your friends toolbar, inventory, remodel
button (add new items or expand your shop, and the shop button.

Tips : Candies can be obtain free, by clicking on the [EARN] blue or red
button on your bottom left corner. Select free downloadable apps to
obtain ur free candies.
At the bottom right of the screen you can view, and add to your
collections, expand your shop, access the daily bonus, view the full
catalogue of items, and hire new clerks for you store.
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1. When you begin the game you will need to hire a clerk to manage
your pawn shop. At this moment, any free clerk will do.
Tips : Each clerk has a different level of intelligence, friendliness, and
salesmanship. So as you buy & sell your pawn items, upgrade your clerk
to gain more money & prestige for your items. Pattern :
Free>Cash>Candies (free)
Intelligence - will gain knowledge faster, allowing you to unlock perks
faster.
Friendliness - to be a better haggler. Your customers won’t lose their
patience as fast and they will be easier to bargain with.
Salesmanship - will bring in bigger sales, earning you more cash and
prestige.

2. Once you have hired a clerk, it’s time to get some pawn items to sell
in your store.
In the beginning of the game you will be able to have a maximum of ten
customers at one time.
Most customers coming into your shop will be there to sell item. The item
they wish to sell will be displayed in the bubble above their head. By
then
Click on a customer to open the bargaining screen.
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Tips : Do business with those customers who are ‘happy’ first then
later to the lesser happy customers. This is to get your pawn items
first to sell and greatly save time.
3. In bargaining screen, you will be able to view the value of the item (if
revealed, pay $200), how long it will take to sell it, the prestige of the
item, and any bonuses that have been unlocked. You will also be able to
see how the item ranks in uniqueness.

In the bottom half of the screen you can view the customers happiness,
and the slider bar used for haggling.
Tips : Click $200 appraisal for expensive items only, pointless to click on
those inexpensive items. Always haggle half price over their asking
price, and increase to suit their happiness. If not, don’t waste time or ur
candies to get worthless items, skip it.
4. Haggle, use the slider bar to adjust your offer. If the customer accepts
your offer the item will be added to your inventory. If they reject your
offer, their happiness will decrease and you will have to continue
negotiating. By buying items you gain knowledge. Once you gain
enough knowledge about an item you will unlock a bonus. You will
receive facts about the item, as well as a perk. Perks can increase the
speed an item sells at, the amount of cash it earns, the amount of
prestige earned, and show you the value of an item.
Tips : This will solve by itself, when you save enough candies to buy a
better clerk. Gene wolf or Nutcracker costs 25 candies is worth to
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exchange once you save your free candies either by levelling up, earn
candies or daily free spins.
5. After you have successfully purchased an item from a customer you
will want to place it in your shop. At this point, you should know the
mechanics and buying and selling your pawn items in which I don’t need
to elaborate further. You will earn prestige right after you purchase the
items. As more perks reveal, more prestige earned.
Putting items on the shelves or getting into the inventory is pretty easy
thing to do in which I not wasting time in this. More important in this
game is gain more profits and prestige to up your level.
Tips : You can never go wrong by buying low and selling higher
(although, you cant set the selling price due to random of % by the game
itself. As long you making >50% profit to killer profit of 300% and above,
it’s a good profits. In other chapter, I gonna to reveal the real ‘secrets’ of
how these pawn stars conduct successful negotiation, just the right
‘tonic’ for you, pawn newbies.
6. As you progress in the game, you will start getting new types of
customers to give you more challenging quests and better reward items.
For example, customer with an exclamation point above their head it
means that they are placing a special request. They are most likely
looking for a certain item or items. If you accept their request it will be
added to your quest menu on the right side of your screen.
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Another customer will come into the shop with a gear icon above their
head. This means they want to sell an item that needs to be repaired.

Choose wisely as you have 2 options when you are presented with an
item that needs to be fixed. You can choose to repair/upgrade, it so that
you can sell it for a large profit, you can break it down for parts, or you
can pass on purchasing it at all.
Initially, you may need to break some items down for parts. You will
need parts to repair future items. There are three different parts you will
need: spare parts, elbow grease, and flair by breaking down into parts
varies by the items.
Tips : Look out for inexpensive items like vending machine, claw
machine, hog oiler, cash register, dental seat, gas pumps, robots, etc.
(items with gear icon) which can break down into parts (spare parts,
elbow grease & flair) and extra money! Imagine, you buy a old gas
pumps of $120, you will get back proportionate of parts and few hundred
cash! Extra parts and even more money! Best part, you don’t have to
spend it thru your valuable candies. You just need these to upgrade
once your cash is high enough and upgrading items, is costly and time
consuming, but well worth it.
7. Once you getting streams of money flowing into your coffers, its time
to expand your small & horrible store. There are several expansions you
can choose from.
You can purchase a back room to hold extra items and free up inventory
space but you cant sell any of these items.
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You can purchase the lot so that you can sell vehicles. ($100,000 per
lot)
Or you can expand the shop itself, allowing for more shelf and table
space thru purchases in the stores. To expand you will either need to
save up your cash or use candy to make the purchase.
Tips : Don’t worry of huge sums of expanding. As long you repeat buy
low, sell high, even though your customers may not happy with your
offer ‘lowballer’ price. By the third day, you will accumulating almost
$1,000,000 (worth USD 100.00) in time for expand back stores or
carpark lots or purchase ‘extra perks’ and more prestige store
inventories/furniture/shelves for your stores.
8. After you have obtain level 10, you are able to venture out ‘hit on the
road’ at the centre screen. Instead they come to you, you go to them,
searching for more ‘junk’ hidden everywhere, however certain building
are free based on the ‘hit on the road’ level. Some building are off limits,
but entrance fees of few candies. Don’t bother too much of it, if you don’t
have the candies, go to those which are free for every 8 hours each
time. Every successful purchases will level up your ‘wheels’ to unlock
different places and items.
Tips : Totally different mechanism adopted here, whereby there are few
items on display, but one ‘seller’ which happiness will drop everytime
you haggle at a lower price. Make sure you have seen all the items, pick
those you wanted before you start to haggle.
Another common stuffs, every time you login, Your reward will increase
for each consecutive day you log in but by then is peanuts for you by
then except for the 7th day is a ‘sweet’ candy. *smiles*
Tips : Most importantly, you will be rewarded of one free trivia question
of the Pawnstars question every 8 hours bonus and you need to
answer them correctly to get a free wheel spin! Other chapter will tell
you on how to get trivia question answered correctly and get a free spin
which may give you cool rewards. (I will explain it in other chapters).
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9. Some of the items you acquire are part catalog of collections. Before
you place them in your shop, check the collections page. If an item
belongs to a collection, you can choose to put it in your collection
instead of in your shop. Once you complete a collection you can turn it in
to earn a valuable collection item that will earn significantly more cash.
Tips : Remember these items are purchase from customer, may involve
money which cant be sold until the complete collection is complete. Trick
is whenever another copy purchase, put the expensive ones for sale &
while cheaper ones into your collection, which may take some time to
complete.
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10. In facebook social culture, be sure to visit your friend’s shops each
day and help them out. (ahem if you have any). You can click on the
customers waiting in their shops to increase their happiness.
In return, your friends can also assist you by helping clean items, and
increasing the happiness of your customers. That will also increase your
perks & prestige furthermore.
11. Experts can be assessed through tasks, cash earned or candies. Not
entirely useful, because you got the appraisal $200 button, knowledge
upgrades when you purchase it many times.
Tips : Important, to hire experts once you have money. (Initial 3 empty
spaces.) They can identify whether is fake, genuine or exceptional in
value or prestige. Early on, a toy expert will be rewarded once you have
completed a task given. However, their experience will increase over
time based on items they appraise. Each appraisal will have a time
recharge. Be sure to engage them if you are particularly in certain items
you purchased the most.
12. Decorations to your stores. As your wealth increase tremendously,
buy some ‘benefits’ items, that improve your store ‘passively’ rather than
buying just for decorations sake but that’s your choice by then you have
‘tonnes’ of cash by then.
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Chapter Two b) : Prize Wheel Mini Game
The daily trivia is an addition to Pawn Stars: The Game.
It is a mini game where you have a multiple choice question every 8
hours, if you get the answer right, you will be able to use the Prize
Wheel to earn cool prizes. You can either spin the prize wheel by
answering the trivia correctly (please go to Trivia questions & answer
sections) or pay 3 candies (Don’t waste your candies). It should be
noted that if you use 2 candies to answer the trivia question, you can
effectively save candies while still getting a spin.
The prize wheel rewards breakdown:

i) Candies, 1, 5, or 100
ii)Money, $3,000, $5,000, $10,000 or $1,000,000
iii)Prestige (or experience to level up), 50 or 100
iv) Restoration parts, including 1,000 spare parts, 100 elbow grease, and
quanties of 10 and 40 flairs.
v) A level up for your shop
vi) A random item
vii) An increase in a level of Knowledge for a random item
viii) Special boosts of Shop promotions in 1 or 3 days: Double Customer
Flow, Double Max Customers, Double Prestige Gained, or a High Roller
customer.
ix) A high roller item.
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Chapter Three : List of Trivia Questions & Answers Secrets
[A] In alphabetical order
Abraham Lincoln had what in his pocket when he was assassinated?
(Ans. A Confederate $5 bill)
All the numbers on a standard roulette wheel add up to what number?
(Ans. 666)
At the turn of the 19th century, who was the most powerful pirate in the
world? (Ans. Zheng Yi Sao)
At what age did Rick partner with the Old Man? (Ans. 28)
At what age has the Old Man promised to retire? (Ans. Never)
Australian bandit Ned Kelly outfitted his gang with armor made from
what? (Ans. Plow blades)
[B]
Banking was made possible by the development of what tool around
2000 BC? ( Ans. The balance scale)
Boxer Sonny Liston admitted to throwing a fight against which boxing
legend? (Ans. Muhammad Ali)
Built from 1938 to 2003, which of these is the most-manufactured car in
history? (Ans. Volkswagen Beetle)
By the end of WWII, how much money had been made in war bonds?
(Ans. $185 billion)
[D]
Designer Anton Furst won an Oscar for his noir depiction of what
fictional city? (Ans. Gotham City)
During WWII, Japanese soldiers reportedly yelled what to provoke
American troops? ( Ans. "To hell with Babe Ruth!")
During WWII, the United Stated collected how much silver from uranium
enrichment? (Ans.13,000 tons)
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Due to his bout with polio, what charity organization di FDR create?
(Ans. March of Dimes)
[E]
Evel Knievel holds the world record for most bones broken. How many
did he break? ( Ans. 433)
[H]
How big is the shop's showroom? (Ans. 15,000 ft²)
How did Chumlee get his nickname? (Ans. "Tennessee Tuxedo"
character "Chumley.")
How long did the Old Man serve in the Navy? (Ans. 20 years)
How long have Chumlee and Corey been friends? (Ans. 15 Years)
How many 1990 Nintendo World Championship cartridges were made?
(Ans. 116)
How many bills does the U.S. print each day? (Ans. 38,000,000 nos)
How many cars has the shop bought and sold over the years? (Ans.
Hundreds)
How many employees did the Shop have when it opened? (Ans. 4)
How many fake items/replicas have been brought into the Pawn Shop
since it opened? (Ans. Over 10,000)
How many items does the Shop take in on pawn in an average week?
(Ans. More than 1,000)
How many men did the Apollo program eventually put on the moon?
(Ans. 12)
How many pawn shops currently operate in the US? (Ans. More than
12,000)
How many Richard Harrison's are there? (Ans. 3)
How many teeth can a shark expect to lose over its lifetime? (Ans. up to
35,000)
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